CLEAN & GO
PLASTIC FRAME WET SYSTEM LIGHT CM 40X11
Product code. 00000868

Wet System is an innovative cleaning system conceived to optimize floor washing even where
disinfection is required. With Wet System costs and time sensitively decrease whereas, the operator's
performance and well-being increase. Wet System avoids bending while washing, reduces contact
with chemicals, promoting thus ergonomics and health. Wet System is an intelligent evolution! It can
be combined with no effort with other cleaning systems in use, as it doesn't require additional
investments in cleaning equipment and in personnel training. The innovation consists however in its
patented universal automatically clasping system. When using the Wet System, mops with flaps
remain hanging on the frame when being rinsed and pressed, with no more bending and very few
contacts with dirt and chemical solutions. It is characterized by: * A round button to open it
comfortably and silently * Even-bottomed tool for a wider cleaning surface * It is light, handy and
ecological, as it is made of first-rate plastic materials. * Its 360° articulated joint allows the operator to
move it quite easily, reaching even portions of floor under furniture. * The universal ring allows the
use of any handle with a diameter ranging from 18 to 23 mm.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Size (WxDxH cm)

40 x 11

Capacity (L)

-

Material

PP

Unit Net Weight (kg)

0,57

Gross Weight Package (kg)

6,13

Volume Package (m3)

0,022

Package (pcs)

10 pieces
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